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Abstract 

The growth of thin hydrous Pi oxide (/3-oxide) films by the rapid potential cycling method has been 
examined in detail. /8-oxide formation commences in only a few cycles of potential to an extent which is 
dependent on the sweep rate used during oxide growth. Its properties, as gauged by the shape and 
position of the reduction peak, vary significantly after ca. 20-30 cycles of potential and then become 
constant. The compact a-oxide, which is present along with the /3-oxide at all times, can be reduced and 
reformed in potential sweep experiments, as well as thickened under potentiostatic conditions in the 
presence of the /3-oxide film, exactly as at a bare Pt electrode surface. This confirms that the a-oxide lies 
beneath a porous /3-oxide film. In addition, the kinetics of Fe 2 + oxidation at a /3-oxide covered electrode 
has been investigated. The inhibition of this reaction by the oxide, as well as its other electrochemical 
properties, support the notion that the y8-oxide is a solvent-filled, highly porous, polymer-like material. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although Pt has been one of the most common materials used in innumerable 
electrochemical investigations and applications, much remains unclear about its 
surface properties, particularly at positive potentials when it becomes covered with 
an oxide film. Many studies have focussed on the mechanism of growth of the thin, 
compact oxide (a-Pt oxide) formed positive of ca. 0.8 V vs. RHE, using constant 
current [1—3], constant potential [4-7] and potentiodynamic [8-10] methodologies. 
In general, it is believed that a-oxide film growth occurs by a place exchange 
process [5,8,9] and thickens further according to a high-field growth model [3,6]. 
Complete agreement does not yet exist as to the identity of this oxide, and PtO 
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[2,3,6,8,11-13], Pt(OH)2 [14], Pt02 [5,8,9] and Pt(OH)4 [15,16] have all been 
suggested. 

Much less is known about the /?-Pt oxide film which can be formed at Pt anodes 
to very large thicknesses, usually under more extreme oxidizing conditions. Even a 
number of decades ago [17-21] it was known that a /?-Pt oxide film, which could be 
seen visually as a yellow/orange surface film, could be formed by the application of 
very high current densities for long periods of time. Kozawa [20] attempted the 
analysis of the /6-oxide by XRD, but attributed the lack of results as indicative of its 
amorphous nature. Shibata et al. [22] showed that long times at constant potentials 
greater than ca. 2.07 V, but less than 2.17 V, also led to the formation of the 
/S-oxide, which was suggested to lie below a thin a-oxide film. James [23] suggested 
that the /3-oxide is a hydrated Pt02 material, based on studies of the oxide, formed 
galvanostatically, as a function of temperature, time of exposure to air and at 
open-circuit in solution, and on the important effects of electrode surface prepara
tion in attaining reproducible /9-oxide growth. In a series of papers, Balej and Spalek 
[24,25] examined the growth of the /8-oxide film at constant potential, concluding 
that the oxide would form only at potentials between 2.1 and 2.55 V. An investiga
tion of /?-oxide growth rate as a function of time and the presence of particular 
anions and cations was also carried out, and a general study of the rate of the 
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at a /3-oxide covered Pt electrode was made. They 
concluded that, over a limited potential range, the OER occurred in two parallel 
pathways. 

A number of studies have focussed on the determination of the composition of 
the yS-oxide film by various surface analysis methods. In very early work [18], a 
yellow surface compound on the Pt electrode was described as being Pt(OH)2S04 • 
3 Pt(OH)4 • Pt02 . More recently, primarily from XPS studies, it has been suggested 
that the /3-oxide is Pt(OH)4 [16], a complex PtO oxide containing perchlorate in 
perchloric acid solutions and PtOx(S04)>, in sulfuric acid solutions [12], PtO(OH)2 

in basic solutions [26] and even Pt03 [27]. It should be noted that the Pt oxide film, 
examined by Peuckert et al. [16,26], was formed at 3.0 V, where the /S-oxide film is 
unstable [24], and therefore, may consist only of the a-oxide film. 

Burke et al. and Arvia et al. have focussed their potentiodynamic and rectangular 
pulsing /?-oxide growth studies [28-31] on optimizing the experimental conditions in 
order to maximize the growth rate of the oxide, which is suggested by Burke et al. 
[28-30] to be highly hydrated and gel-like in nature. Their work [28-31] has also 
shown that a very high Pt surface area can be created upon /?-oxide film reduction. 
Burke et al have proposed that the /8-oxide lies above a thin a-oxide film, and that it 
is similar in its properties to hydrous oxides formed at metals such as Ir, Co and Rh. 

None of the above studies has examined the early stages of /?-oxide formation, 
but rather, they have focussed primarily on the growth of very thick /8-oxide films. 
In the present work, a detailed examination of the formation of very thin films of 
j8-Pt oxide is presented, with the goal being to understand its mechanism of growth 
and to compare the properties of the a- and /3-oxide films. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

General 
An EG&G PARC 173 potentiostat was used with a PARC 175 Universal 

Programmer and a PARC 179 digital coulometer in most of this work. Some 
experiments were also carried out with a PARC 273 potentiostat. All electrochem
ical data were recorded on either a Hewlett Packard 7045A or 7090A X/Y recorder, 
or a BBC SE 780 recorder. 

The working electrodes were 99.999% purity platinum wires (Johnson Matthey) 
of various diameters and apparent areas. With the exception of the electrode used 
for SEM analyses, for which the Pt wire was press-contacted to a Au wire, the Pt 
wires were embedded in soft glass tubing and the exposed length was fully immersed 
in the solution during all potential scanning and holding experiments. 

Real electrode areas were determined from the charge passed in the hydrogen 
desorption reaction, assuming a charge density of 0.220 mC/cm2 for this reaction 
[32]. All current and charge densities are given with respect to the true working 
electrode areas determined in this way. 

The reference electrode was a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), which was 
separated from the working electrode compartment by a Luggin probe. All poten
tials are given with respect to this electrode in this paper. The counter electrode was 
a large area platinum gauze in the same compartment as the working electrode. 

All solutions were prepared from AristaR grade sulfuric acid (BDH) and thrice-
distilled water. Fe2 + ions were added in the form of FeS04 (Fisher). In most 
experiments, standard two-compartment cells were used. Argon (Zero gas, Mathe-
son) was bubbled through the solution at all times to deoxygenate the solution and 
to provide solution agitation. The solution temperature was 22 + 1 °C. 

Between all experiments, the potential of the Pt working electrode was scanned 
from 0.05 to 1.45 V at 200 mV/s for 3 min. This was found to return the Pt 
electrode surface to its original condition, except when a very thick /8-oxide had 
been produced, in which case, the electrode area would have increased. However, 
thick /3-oxide films were formed only for SEM studies, so that electrode roughening 
was not a factor which needed consideration in most of this work. 

fl-Pt oxide growth 
Growth at constant potential was carried out by first scanning the potential from 

0.05 V to £ + , the growth potential, at 200 mV/s, and then remaining at E+ for a 
time, t+. The oxide formed during the forward sweep and at t+ was then reduced in 
a negative scan at 200 mV/s. When £ + exceeded ca. 1.65 V, the potential was held 
at 1.6 V on the reverse sweep for the lesser of 3 min or 1/3 t+, in order to rid the 
cell of oxygen. Holding at this potential was determined to have no effect on the 
amount or state of the Pt oxide film. 

Oxide growth via rapid potential cycling usually involved scanning the potential 
between 0.5 V and 2.82 V at 4.64 V/s (1 Hz) [29,30] for a specific number of cycles, 
followed by potential holding at 1.3 V for 3 min to deoxygenate the cell, and then 
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scanning negatively to 0.05 V at a slow sweep rate. These particular upper and lowei 
potential limits and the sweep rate were used during oxide growth as these are close 
to optimum values for yielding the maximum /8-oxide growth per cycle [30], In some 
experiments, a growth sweep rate of 1 V/s was utilized. 

SEM analysis of f$-Pt oxide films 
Following oxide growth by the fast potential cycling method, the electrode was 

removed from the cell at 1.3 V, rinsed with thrice distilled water and allowed to dry 
in air. This procedure was shown to have no effect on the amount of charge 
observed in later sweep experiments, and therefore, the oxide film is believed to be 
stable on the electrode surface after rinsing and drying. The oxide-coated wire was 
then attached to an aluminum stub with conducting silver paint. No carbon or gold 
coating was applied to the electrode. A Cambridge S-150 SEM was utilized in this 
work. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

[J-oxide formation at constant potential 
It is well known that at potentials higher than ca. 0.85 V vs RHE, a thin Pt oxide 

(a-oxide) film forms at a Pt electrode at all pH's. Under constant anodic potentials, 
the rate of a-oxide growth is logarithmic with time [5,6], even at potentials in the 
range of 2.0 V and times up to 104 s. Under constant current conditions, a-oxide 
growth obeys the Mott-Cabrera model involving rate limitation by field-assisted ion 
transport through the oxide film [2,3]. Under all conditions of growth, the a-oxide is 
reduced in a single step. This is seen as a cathodic peak in the range of 0.5 to 0.8 V 
(depending on film thickness) in a potential scan experiment. 

In the initial experiments at constant potential in the present work, it was found 
that at potentials greater than 1.8 V, and times of between 103 and 104 s, the 
a-oxide reduction peak became larger and shifted negatively more rapidly than at 
shorter times. Figure 1 shows a series of voltammograms in which the potential was 
held at 1.8 V for various lengths of time and the a-oxide was removed in each case 
in a sweep. It can be seen (curve 5) that after 104 s, the cathodic peak is significantly 
larger and shifted negatively relative to the previous runs. Figure 2a demonstrates 
this in a q/\og /, plot. A noticeable change in the plot occurs at times of 104 s while 
Fig. 2b shows the negative shift of the peak potential at this same growth time. This 
result is similar to earlier reports [33-36] of a deviation in the a-oxide charge 
growth rate after long times at constant potential. 

These changes at long times might at first consideration be ascribed to the ageing 
of the a-Pt oxide, or to some other experimental artifact. However, at longer times 
of > 2 X 104 s at 1.8 V, a new cathodic peak at 0.25 V can be seen. This may 
indicate that the changes seen in Fig. 1 are a reflection of the incipient development 
of the oxide reduced in this second peak. 

It is well known [17-25] that a second oxide film (/?-oxide) can be formed at 
constant currents and potentials, and by a particular potential cycling regime at Pt 
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Fig. 1. a-Pt oxide reduction at u = 200 mV/s after potentiostalic formation in 0.5 M H2S04 at 1.8 V for 
the following times: (1) 0; (2) 10 s; (3) 60 s; (4) 1.000 s; (5) 3,000 s and (6) 10,000 s. 

electrodes [28-31], This oxide has been reported to form under extreme oxidizing 
conditions, and is reduced at potentials in the range of ca. 0.15 to 0.25 V. The 
/}-oxide film has been observed in the past only after long times at potentials > 2.0 
V, and therefore, care has been taken in the past in studies of such reactions as the 
OER [37,38] to remain at potentials negative of this in order to avoid any changes in 
the nature of the surface oxide at Pt electrodes during the course of the experiments. 
Our results indicate that the y8-oxide can form more readily than previously thought. 

As has been reported previously [23,29,30], the quantity of /3-oxide which forms 
under constant potential conditions is very irreproducible. Figure 3 shows one 
example of this, in which the potential was held at 1.95 V for 1.5 X 104 s in a series 
of identical experiments. The /?-oxide reduction peak is seen to vary in magnitude 
by almost a factor of ten, and in fact, on some days, the (i-oxidc would not form at 
all, even at longer times at 1.95 V. Prior suggestions have been made [20,23] that the 
electrode surface must be conditioned in some way to induce yS-oxide growth under 
constant potential conditions. It is interesting that while the yS-oxide reduction peak 
is very irreproducible in size, the reduction, and hence formation, of the a-oxide is 
still extremely reproducible under these conditions. It is also worthy of note that in 
these experiments, no electrode roughening is observed, as seen by the constant size 
of the a-oxide reduction peak and the H adsorption/desorption peaks in all runs. 
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Fig. 2. Charge density (a) and peak potential (b) of a-oxide reduction as a function of growth time at 1.8 
V (see Fig. 1). 

As the goal of the present work was to investigate the /?-oxide growth mechanism, 
as well as the a- to jS-oxide conversion process in comparison to that at other 
electrode surfaces, this method of /3-oxide growth was not pursued. Instead, detailed 
studies of /3-oxide growth were carried out using the potential cycling methods, first 
proposed by Burke et al. [28-30]. By this method, oxide growth is highly reproduci
ble, and a wide range of film thicknesses can readily be generated. 

Early stages of fi-Pt oxide growth 

Burke et al. [28-30] and Arvia et al. [31] have recently published the results of 
studies which focus on the optimization of the experimental parameters used in 
thick /?-Pt oxide film growth by potential cycling and pulsing methods, respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Pt oxide reduction after 0 (-+- ) and 4 h (all other curves) of potential holding at 1.95 V; v — 200 
mV/s; 0.5 M H2S04 . 

Both of these groups have utilized primarily large cycle numbers, i.e. up to ca. 
10,000. Under these conditions, very thick orange/yellow colored films can be 
formed and the reduction of these oxides results in significant electrode roughening. 
In fact, it has been suggested that Pt black electrodes can conveniently be made in 
this manner [29,30]. In the present work, the emphasis has been on the early stages 
of jS-oxide formation, i.e. primarily between 1 and 30 growth cycles. The goal of this 
research has been to enhance the understanding of the mechanism of formation of 
the /J-oxide and to lead to a model of the structure of this oxide in relation to the 
a-oxide film. 

Figure 4 shows a series of voltammograms recorded during the reduction of Pt 
oxide surface films formed after up to 30 standard growth cycles at 1 Hz. After two 
cycles to 2.82 V, a somewhat assymetrical a-oxide reduction peak is seen, having a 
charge density of ca. 0.5 mC/cm2. With increasing cycle number, the a-oxide peak 
becomes larger and more asymmetrical. At between ca. 5 and 7 cycles of potential, 
the /8-oxide reduction peak emerges separately, while after ca. 20 cycles, the two 
reduction peaks are fully resolved. Similar investigations performed at 0.2 Hz have 
shown that the /3-oxide reduction peak is clearly visible after between ca. 10 and 15 
growth cycles, while after ca. 30 cycles, the a- and y8-oxide peaks are completely 
separated. 

By comparing the a-oxide peak after 1 and 30 cycles (Fig. 4), it can be seen that 
the peak initially becomes larger and centered at a more negative potential with 
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Fig. 4. /}-Pt oxide reduction (v = 46.4 mV/s) after growth in 0.5 M H 2S0 4 by rapid potential cycling 
(4.64 V / s = 1 Hz) for: 2 ( ); 5 (-——-); 7 ( ); 10 ( ); 20 ( ); and 30 ( ) 
cycles of potential. 

increasing cycle number. After longer times, the a-peak diminishes in size. Fig. 5 
shows a plot of the charge density in the a-peak vs. cycle no. for an experiment in 
which the /3-oxide was grown at 0.2 Hz. The maximum a-oxide charge is observed at 

150 200 

Cycle No. 

Fig. 5. Charge density in a-oxide reduction peak as a function of the number of oxide growth cycles at 
0.2 Hz in 0.5 M H2S04 . 
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ca. 10 cycles, with a steady-state charge density of ca. 0.25 mC/cm2 seen at larger 
cycle numbers. This charge density would be equivalent to about one monolayer of 
a Pt(II) oxide, or less than a monolayer of a higher Pt oxide film. 

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that, when the oxide is formed at 1 Hz, the /3-oxide 
reduction peak (at 46.4 mV/s) is symmetrical in shape, and is relatively broad, up to 
a cycle no. of ca. 10. After this, it undergoes a distinct change and becomes very 
sharp and narrow with further increases in cycle number. The peak moves nega
tively by 200 to 300 mV between cycle numbers 5 and 20, while after this, very little 
further negative shift is seen, other than that induced at high sweep rates by IR drop 
factors (not shown in Fig. 4). At the lower growth rate of 0.2 Hz, the /8-oxide peak 
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Fig. 6. /3-Pt oxide reduction peak characteristics of a film grown at 0.2 Hz as a function of cycle number; 
u = \00 mV/s, 0.5 M H2S04 , (a) peak width at half-height; (b) peak potential. 
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potential moves much more slowly after somewhat larger cycle numbers, i.e. ca. 40. 
These characteristics of the yS-oxide reduction peak, when the oxide is formed at 0.2 
Hz, are plotted in Figs. 6a and 6b as a function of cycle number. The results show 
clearly that the /3-oxide undergoes a distinct change in properties in the range of 
10-20 cycle numbers, i.e. charge densities of ca. 0.50 mC/cm2 at 0.2 Hz and 1.5 to 
2.0 mC/cm2 at 1 Hz. 

The width of the /3-oxide reduction peak at half-height, W^/2, also depends on 
the rate of oxide formation, as well as on the rate of oxide reduction. In Fig. 6a, the 
peak width stabilizes at ca. 60-70 mV when the oxide is formed at 0.2 Hz and 
reduced at 100 mV/s. In comparison, the peak width is ca. 30-40 mV when reduced 
at 50 mV/s. At a growth rate of 1 Hz, and reduction rate of 40 mV/s, the /3-oxide 
reduction peak width can be as small as 20-30 mV. 

p-Pi oxide characterization 
The /?-oxide film has been described as a hydrous oxide material [12,23,28-31], 

and as belonging to the same family of oxides as those which can be formed 
electrochemically at metals such as Ir, Rh, Co, etc. [39-43]. At these other metals, 
similar potential cycling programs result in the build-up of very thick, solvent-filled 
films which, as with /3-Pt oxide, require more negative potentials for reduction as 
compared to the compact oxide film (e.g. a-Pt oxide). 

However, one of the unusual aspects of the behavior of yS-Pt oxide film relative to 
these other metal oxides (with the exception of Au [44] and Pd [45]) is the absence 
of the oxidation and reduction of intermediate oxidation states of the Pt oxide film. 
Therefore, the characteristic reversible pair(s) of oxidation peaks (eg. as seen for 
Ir(III)/Ir(IV), Co(II)/Co(III)) are not present. Instead, the /3-Pt oxide film appears 
to reduce completely to the metallic state from its original oxidation state, i.e. 
Pt(IV), in the form of Pt02 [5,8,9], Pt(OH)4 [15,16] or other compositions [2,3,6,11-
14.16,27] in one four-electron transfer step. In order to reform it, the entire potential 
cycling regime must be repeated. In comparison, most other hydrous oxides, e.g.. Ir 
oxide [43], cannot be reduced at potentials above that for hydrogen evolution, and 
therefore, little is known about the sequence of steps involved in reduction to the 
metallic state for these materials. 

As a further test for the similarity of the /3-Pt oxide film with other well-char
acterized hydrous oxide films, and in particular, Ir oxide films [39,43,46] a number 
of properties of the oxide film were investigated. Thin /?-oxide films formed in 30 to 
300 growth cycles have been focussed upon, with the exception of oxides grown for 
up to 1500 cycles for the purpose of film thickness determination by SEM analysis. 

Electrochemistry of a-oxide in presence of fi-oxide film 
In the present work, a series of experiments was designed in order to examine the 

electrochemical properties of the a-oxide film in the presence of the /3-oxide, with 
the goal being to shed further light on the structure and properties of both oxide 
films, This was done by first growing an oxide film at 1 Hz for 300 cycles (ca. 25 
mC/cm2) by the potential cycling method and then maintaining the lower limit 
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Fig. 7. Reduction and reformation (u = 46 mV/s) of a-oxide in the presence of ca. 25 mC/cm2 of /3-Pt 
oxide, formed after 5 min of potential cycling at 1Hz: (•«-) first negative sweep to £ = 0.55 V after 
growth; ( -»•) first positive scan; (-«- ) second negative scan; ( ) second cycle after extension of E_ 
to 0.2 V; ( ) after ca. 5 scans to E_ = 0.17 V. 

above ca. 0.6 V so that the /?-oxide could not be removed. Figure 7 shows that in the 
first negative sweep after /8-oxide formation («-), the usual a-oxide peak is seen, 
similarly to the case in Fig. 4. In the following positive sweep (-»), the E/i trace 
looks surprisingly similar in position and shape to that seen at a fresh Pt electrode, 
although the currents and charges involved are substantially smaller. Figure 7 also 
shows that the potential of the a-oxide reduction peak immediately after y3-oxide 
growth is 30-40 mV negative of that after several sweeps, and the charge density is 
somewhat higher. This probably simply reflects the fact that more a-oxide forms in 
a scan to 2.82 V than to 1.5 V, causing both the increase and negative shift of the 
a-oxide reduction peak (cf. Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 8. Potentiostatic growth of a-oxide at 1.5 V. as determined by charge density in a negative sweep 
when no /3-oxide is present (O) and in the presence of ca. 25 mC/cm of /3-oxide (•). 

Experiments were then carried out in which E+ was increased incrementally and 
the a-oxide reduced in each case, all without removing the /3-oxide film. Qualita
tively, very similar behavior to that seen at a fresh Pt electrode is observed. 
Importantly, holding the potential for controlled lengths of time, e.g. at 1.5 V (Fig. 
8) leads to further growth of the a-oxide at a very similar rate as at a fresh Pt 
electrode. This is very clear evidence for the fact that the a-oxide is located directly 
on the Pt metal surface, rather than above the /3-oxide film, as was suggested by 
Shibata [48]. 

It is of great significance that, even in the presence of a thick /3-oxide film, 
a-oxide formation and reduction occur at the same potential as observed at a fresh 
Pt electrode. This is reminiscent of the situation at Ir oxide electrodes, which show 
no shift and only a small decrease in the size of the H adsorption/ desorption peaks, 
despite the presence of even /Am of hydrous Ir oxide film [43,46]. This has been 
interpreted as evidence for the extreme porosity of the hydrous Ir oxide film, and 
the accessibility of all sites and the underlying Ir metal to solvent and ions. 
Therefore, this analogy supports strongly the proposed hydrous nature of the /8-Pt 
oxide film. 

Figure 7 also shows that, when a small amount of the /3-oxide film is reduced by 
extending the lower limit to ca. 0.2 V, i.e. into the foot of the /3-oxide reduction peak 
( ), the next anodic/cathodic cycles yield a slightly enlarged a-Pt oxide 
formation/removal profile. In fact, as some /8-oxide continues to be reduced in each 
cycle, more Pt metal appears to become available for reoxidation to a-oxide. With 
further jS-oxide reduction, the amount of a-oxide formed and reduced increases 
proportionately (• - — ). 

It is of interest to note that, when all of the /3-oxide has been reduced, an E/i 
trace which is virtually identical in all respects to that observed at a fresh Pt 
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electrode is observed for a-oxide formation and removal. No electrode roughening 
was observed in these experiments in which oxide films were formed in ca. 300 
cycles or less. This is in contrast to the large degree of surface roughening observed 
when thicker oxide films are formed and reduced [30]. 

The results of Fig. 7 can be interpreted in several ways. The fact that reduction of 
small amounts of /3-oxide leads to an immediate availability of more of the Pt 
electrode surface might imply that vertical segments, or "cylinders" of /3-Pt oxide, 
extending from the solution to the metal surface, are reduced. This mechanism of 
film reduction is similar to that expected at a polymeric material, and would 
strengthen the case for the polymeric nature of the /3-oxide film [40-42]. Alterna
tively, it is possible that /3-oxide reduction occurs initially at the oxide/metal 
interface, and that as /3-oxide reduction commences, this releases the oxide from the 
underlying metal at that site. The Pt thus exposed would then be accessible for 
a-oxide formation in the next anodic cycle. This is again analogous to the case of Ir 
oxide electrodes, in which H adsorption/desorption can occur freely beneath a 
thick hydrous Ir oxide film [43,46]. 

(ii) Kinetics of fi-oxide reduction 
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that, after ca. 20 growth cycles, the /3-oxide reduction 

peak has an asymmetrical appearance, with an unusually steep side. It appears that 
the reduction reaction becomes almost catalytic in nature once reduction is substan
tially underway. This has been noted before [29,30] and has been discussed [47] in 
terms of a mechanism of /?-oxide reduction in which Pt ad-atoms, suggested to be 
thermodynamically quite different from lattice Pt atoms, are proposed as inter
mediates. When the current decreases just after the current peak, it is assumed [47] 
that the rate of Pt ad-atom generation decreases, and that this, in some way, 
accelerates the overall process. 

In the present study of thin /3-oxide films, the effect of film reduction sweep rate 
on the /?-oxide reduction peak can be easily explored. The reduction of a constant 
quantity of film at low sweep rates leads to a more symmetrical /?-oxide reduction 
peak, located at less negative potentials (Fig. 9) than at higher sweep rates. Also, the 
peak moves more negatively with increasing sweep rate, as expected from kinetic 
arguments. Surprisingly, the peak becomes somewhat broader again at these higher 
sweep rates. 

Figure 10 displays a linear plot of the /8-oxide peak potential vs. log v. The usual 
interpretation of such a result would be based on arguments of slow electron 
transfer kinetics. However, these results, together with the significant change in peak 
shape with sweep rate and film thickness, can also be considered as supportive 
evidence for the hydrous nature of the /3-Pt oxide. As with solvent-filled polymer 
films at electrode surfaces [49,50], it is possible that these changes in peak shape 
reflect changes in the internal dimensions and composition of the oxide with 
potential as solvent and ions are transferred out of/into the oxide. The reaction 

[Pt02(OH)2 • 2 H20]2~ + 6 H + + 4 e-** Pt + 6 H20 (1) 
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Fig. 9. Reduction of /3-oxide, formed at 4 V/s in 0.5 M H2S04 , at v = 4 ( ), 40 ( ) and 400 
( ) mV/s. 

involving proton injection during oxide reduction, has been suggested [28] to be 
representative of /?-Pt oxide reduction. 

The 3 : 2 ratio of protons to electrons would predict a 90 mV pH dependence for 
this reaction. However, the oxide film, as given in eqn. (1) [28], bears a net negative 
charge, and therefore cations would be required in the oxide structure to maintain 
electroneutrality. In sulfuric acid solutions, only protons can play this role. With the 
addition of two protons to the oxide in eqn. (1), this leads to a 1:1 ratio of H+ : e~ 
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Fig. 10. Dependence of potential of 0-oxide reduction peak on negative sweep rate. Oxide was grown for 
30 cycles at 1 Hz in 0.5 M H2S04 . 
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and a predicted 60 mV pH dependence. 
It has also been suggested that the /?-oxide film contains sulfate ions [12,45], and 

therefore, the reaction 

P t O x ( S 0 4 ) v + 4 e + 2 x H + -»Pt + jc H 2 0+ .y S04
2^ (2) 

or similar versions to this, could occur during jS-Pt oxide reduction. Here, both the 
H+ and sulfate ion content of the oxide film would change with the degree of 
oxidation/reduction. Reaction (2) is consistent with a (2JC/4) (60) mV (30 mV, 
when x = 1) pH dependence; experiments are currently under way to test this 
prediction. 

On the basis of the above reactions, y3-oxide reduction can be seen to involve the 
transport of ions and solvent. If the oxide is hydrous and gel-like, as suggested 
previously [12,23,28-31,43,46], it is likely that the oxide structure expands and 
contracts during reduction. Under these conditions, depending on the rate determin
ing step of the reaction (e.g. ion diffusion within the oxide, solvent motion, 
site-to-site electron hopping), the oxide may well have a different structure and 
composition under different experimental conditions. As the sweep rate is increased, 
it can be envisaged that the $-Pt oxide could be more/less solvent-filled, for e.g., so 
that the oxide has a different structure (e.g. more expanded/contracted) at different 
sweep rates. This could, at least in part, explain the changing shape of the reduction 
peak with sweep rate (Fig. 9). 

One interesting conclusion which can be reached from the data in Figs. 9 and 10 
is that the /3-Pt oxide is reducible at substantially more positive potentials than 
would be indicated from the cyclic voltammograms shown in Fig. 3. Indeed, it has 
been found that if the potential is held at values as positive as 0.7 V for some time 
after /?-Pt oxide growth, /?-Pt oxide can be slowly reduced. The results of these 
experiments will be discussed in greater detail in a forthcoming paper. 

(Hi) SEM examination of fi-Pt oxide films 
A series of /?-Pt oxide films were formed by potential cycling for a range of 

growth times. These oxidized electrodes were then analyzed by SEM, primarily to 
gauge the oxide film thickness as a function of growth time. Figure 11 shows some 
typical SEM views of the morphology of these surfaces. As is common with other 
previously investigated hydrous oxide films [46,51], and the recent report of Arvia et 
al. [31] for thick Pt oxide films, the electrode surface displays a classically mud-
cracked structure, but with a microstructure which appears to be non-porous at the 
highest magnification used, e.g. a resolution of several tens of nm (not shown in Fig. 
11). 

The oxide thickness could be determined for each oxide film at the edge of the 
segments of film which had broken away from the metal substrate. From such a 
study, the relationship between /8-oxide charge density and film thickness could be 
established. By assuming that four electrons are involved in /?-oxide reduction, the 
amount (mol/cm2) of oxide per unit film thickness could be estimated. Using the 
apparent electrode area, a value of 15 X 10"7 mol c m - 2 j im M was obtained, while 
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Fig. 11. SEM view of /9-Pt oxide film formed at 1 Hz in 0.5 M H2S04 : (a) 25 min and (b) 10 min of 

potential cycling. 
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value of 5 X 10""7 mo. c m - 2 jum-1. In comparison, a similar study of hydrous Ir 
oxide films [46] had yielded a value of 8 X 10"7 mol c m - 2 jum-1. As this latter 
value was consistent with a low density film (ca. 2.0 g cm - 3 ) , it can be concluded 
that jS-Pt oxide films are also highly porous, which supports the suggested hydrous 
nature of the /?-Pt oxide film. 

(iv) fi-Pt oxide and other redox reactions 
Another set of experiments was undertaken in order to determine whether the 

presence of a redox-active species in solution would influence /S-oxide formation, 
and, in turn, how the j8-oxide would perturb the rate of electron transfer reactions. 
Therefore, oxide growth cycles were carried out, as usual, but in stirred solutions of 
various concentrations of Fe2+ . It was noted that in both 5 and 25 mM solutions, 
/3-oxide formation occurred as usual. Therefore, the formation of the hydrous Pt 
oxide film was not affected by the simultaneous occurrence of other redox reactions 
at the electrode, nor by the change in the solution composition. 

However, an interesting and informative observation was that after even one 
growth cycle, the oxidation current for the Fe2 + to Fe3 + reaction began to diminish 
(Fig. 12), i.e. diffusion of Fe2 + to the electrode was no longer rate determining, but 
rather charge transport through the oxide film became rate limiting. After ca. 10 
growth cycles at 1 Hz, the electrode was virtually inactive towards Fe 2 + oxidation. 
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Fig. 12. Removal of 0-Pt oxide film after growth at 1 Hz in 0.5 M H2SO„ +5 mM Fe2+ for 2 ( ), 
5 ( ), 7 ( ), 10 ( ); and 30 ( ) cycles of potential. 
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growth cycles at 1 Hz, the electrode was virtually inactive towards Fe2 + oxidation. 
This is in sharp contrast to the case when only a-oxide is present on the surface. 
Even after many hours of potential holding at, for eg, 1.8 V, charge transport 
through the a-oxide film remains comparatively fast, and the process continues to 
be limited by Fe2 + diffusion to the electrode. 

Randle and Kuhn [52] have also reported a substantial inhibition of electron 
transfer at a /3-oxide film in Ce(III)/(II) and Mn(II)/(III) solutions, even when the 
oxide film was quite thin (< 1.44 nm). They ruled out electron tunneling, such as is 
seen at other metal oxide electrodes [53-55], and concluded that the /8-oxide film 
formed at Pt electrodes cannot be viewed as a conventional semi-conductor. 

The fact that electron transfer through the /3-oxide film is very substantially 
inhibited may be related to similar observations at particular electroactive polymer 
modified electrodes [56]. It has been found that these electrodes are active towards a 
redox process such as Fe 2 + oxidation only when the potential has a value at which 
the electroactive centres within the polymer film can be oxidized. Under this 
condition, electrons can pass through the polymer film by generating transiently a 
lower oxidation state of the electroactive centres. 

The absence of any /?-oxide electrochemistry in the range of potential between 
the F e 2 + / 3 + redox potential and the potential of the OER implies that /?-Pt oxide is 
in only one oxidation state. If these oxides transport charge in a manner similar to 
the polymer electrodes discussed above [56], there would be no means by which 
electrons could be transferred through these films to oxidize Fe2 + to Fe3 + , i.e. 
electrons injected into the film would have to generate Pt metal sites, an extremely 
unlikely process at these high potentials. 

(u) Potentiostatic fi-oxide reduction 
Another series of experiments was carried out in which, after /3-oxide formation, 

the potential was held at various values in the range of 0.7 to 0.35 V. The current 
(and hence charge) passed during the time of holding was recorded. These experi
ments have confirmed the fact that /3-Pt oxide can be reduced slowly at potentials in 
the range of the a-oxide reduction peak. This is some indication of the fact that the 
two oxides are in the same oxidation state, but differ in their structure, e.g. state of 
hydration, as has been suggested both from electrochemical [28-31] and XPS 
[15,16,26] studies. 

Also of note is the fact that the rate of /?-oxide reduction at constant potential 
depends very strongly on solution agitation. In addition, after long times of holding, 
the position and shape of the /6-oxide peak changes substantially, moving negatively 
and broadening asymmetrically. These results indicate once again that the /8-oxide 
film is not a solid-state material, but rather behaves in a sponge-like fashion, 
altering its properties, e.g. its structure and composition in response to changes in 
ion and solvent content as a function of the electrochemical conditions. 

Another interesting outcome of these experiments is the observation that, after 
partially reducing the /?-oxide film potentiostatically and then fully removing it in a 
negative sweep, if a positive sweep to a value in the range of 1.0 to ca. 1.6 V is 
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followed by a normal negative sweep to ca. 0 V, a small /3-oxide reduction peak is 
seen. The magnitude of this peak depends on the amount of /3-oxide removed in the 
holding experiment as well as the E+ value of the prior sweep. These results will be 
discussed in more detail in a forthcoming paper, presently in preparation. 

SUMMARY 

After long times at potentials > 1.8 V, /?-Pt oxide films can be formed at Pt 
electrodes in 0.5 M sulfuric acid solutions. However, as reported earlier, this is not a 
reproducible process. In this work, /8-oxides were therefore formed by the rapid 
potential cycling method invoked by Burke et al, with a focus on the formation of 
thin /3-oxide films. It was found, using optimum potential limits during oxide 
growth, that the /3-oxide film began to form even in the first few cycles of potential. 
In the first ca. 20 cycles, the /S-oxide reduction peak increases in size, shifts 
negatively and becomes narrower in shape. After ca. 30 cycles, the peak remains 
centered at ca. 0.2 V vs. RHE, with a width at half height which depends on oxide 
growth rate and oxide reduction rate. At slower oxide removal rates, the /3-oxide 
peak moves positively, indicative of kinetic limitations in this process. This result, as 
well as other experiments, show that the /3-oxide film can be reduced at much more 
positive potentials than had been thought. 

The a-oxide, present under all experimental conditions, is reduced at ca. 0.55 V. 
The charge involved in this process goes through a maximum after ca. 20 to 30 
/3-oxide growth cycles. It is of great interest that the a-oxide can be reduced and 
reformed in a sweep experiment, even in the presence of significant amounts of 
/3-oxide, exactly as at a bare Pt electrode. Also, the potentiostatic growth rate of the 
a-oxide is the same as at a fresh Pt electrode, strongly indicative of the extremely 
porous nature of the /3-oxide film and that the a-oxide lies sandwiched between the 
underlying Pt metal and the /3-oxide film. The rate of Fe 2 + oxidation at a /3-oxide 
covered electrode was also investigated in this work. Even after only a few growth 
cycles, this redox reaction is significantly inhibited. All of these results can be 
interpreted by considering the /3-oxide film as a highly porous, hydrated material, 
having properties which are analogous to many redox-active polymer modified 
electrodes. 
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